In honor of LRF’s 7th anniversary, we proudly
present our first Culture Book!

About
Lisa Reed Fitness
Lisa Reed Fitness (LRF) is built on the
principle of empowering clients by
strengthening their minds and bodies
through high quality training with
individualized attention. We teach, inspire,
and motivate clients with our personal
and positive mindset methodology. By
delivering exceptional customer service
and cultivating genuine connections, our
team of qualified LRF trainers creates a
welcoming, energetic fitness experience
that improves our clients' whole selves.
We celebrate strength, courage, and
confidence by offering small group
training, one-on-one personal training, and
a variety of special population programs.
When you become an LRF client, you join
the LRF Fit Family and you learn how to
live the #REEDiculouslyFit life.

LRF's three-tiered approach to fitness is to EDUCATE, INSPIRE,
AND MOTIVATE. It is based on the following principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Infuse the Muscles with the Mind
Model and Affirm the Positive
Instill Discipline in a Fun & Challenging Way
Focus on Form, Function and Technique
Connect with Each and Every Client
Encourage a Can-Do Attitude
Teach the "One Step at a Time" Mindset
Include Every Client in the LRF Fit Family

Lisa Reed
Lisa is the owner of Lisa Reed Fitness. She is a certified
strength and conditioning specialist and a worldrenowned fitness expert, trainer, educator, and
motivator. She is certified by a variety of organizations,
including the US Weightlifting Association, TRX, Healthy
Moms, and Hard Style Kettleballs. Lisa is a sought-after
fitness expert in the media who regularly appears on
local and national TV and radio programs, and she has
also been featured as an editor , model, and athlete in a
variety of magazines. She has trained hundreds of highcaliber athletes through her coaching positions. She was
the first female strength and conditioning coach at the
US Naval Academy, and she served as the strength and
conditioning coordinator at the University of Florida.
Most notably, she worked as the personal trainer for
tennis icon Monica Seles, and helped her win five major
titles. Lisa has also earned top fitness honors herself,
including being crowned USA Nationals Fitness
Champion in 1999 and earning professional IFBB status.

Meet the Team
Allie, Barbie, Lindsey, and Salina
are the fabulous trainers who
make up Team LRF. Here’s
what they have you say about
our company culture.

When I think about LRF, I think
positivity. I think happiness, family, and
strength. LRF has a beautiful ability to
allow a client's and trainer's strength
shine, both physically and mentally. It is
called the "LRFFECT" and every trainer
and every client who is or has been a
part of LRF will never forget it. Clients
grow with LRF and learn to become
stronger and more confident on the
inside and outside from the moment
the client meets Lisa, and the trainer
walks through their door.
Client training sessions are more
than just about "getting a workout.”
They’re physically educational from
head to toe, and mentally empowering.
LRF makes it a point to teach clients
how to "feel" their body and how to
embrace and build their self-worth and
physical qualities, which is one of the
most important aspects of personal
training.
I have been a trainer with LRF since
April 2013 and I am so grateful to have
LRF as my "home.” LRF has made me
into the successful trainer I am today.
As an LRF trainer, every client I have
worked with has positively impacted my
life more than they'll ever know. I have
become a part of their families and I
have transformed right along side of
them. I have always seen my clients,
LRF, and my colleagues as inspirational
friends, and I am forever thankful.

Allie Beving

Barbie McCarron
LRF culture is positivity, fun,
health, smiles, excitement, joy
and cheerfulness! Our culture
is always wanting to grow and
learn from Lisa and from each
other. It's helping our clients
and the community, not just in
their
fitness
goals, but
celebrating their lives, families,
successes, and triumphs along
with them. LRF is more than
personal training, it's a support
system!

Lindsey Willis
Being a part of LRF has been
THE ultimate experience. My time with Lisa
and our amazingly dynamic team of
phenomenal ladies has been full of fun,
laughs, top-notch continued education, and
strong relationships that have been built
with both our clients and our team! I truly
feel as though I never work a day in my life.
My clients are the BOMB! I am so grateful
to be an integral part of each of their lives.
In-home training through LRF has provided
this incredible opportunity to connect with
my clients on a much higher level. This in
turn has allowed for such wonderful
changes to occur both mentally and
physically for my clients, right in the
comfort of their own homes!
LRF has also helped me grow as an
individual. From intensive team trainings to
experimenting with new and different
exercise techniques, my horizons have
truly broadened! I competed last year as a
Team LRF figure competitor under the
coaching of Lisa, which opened up a world
of opportunity and knowledge for me and
has brought me to an incredible new level
of understanding my body and the true
meaning of pushing myself to my true
potential! We are more than just a team.
We are the LRF Family, and I am so
blessed to be a part of it!

Salina Duggan
My experience working as a
trainer for LRF has allowed me
to grow both personally and
professionally. The idea that Lisa
works to instill in all of her
trainers is mental and physical
empowerment through learning.
As a team, we are committed to
learning how to become better
trainers, and that adds value
not only to our lives but the lives
of our clients. I am proud to be
a part of the LRF 'dream team.'

Becky Miller
Becky is our fabulous accountant who keeps
everything running smoothly for our busy team!
“When I hear Lisa Reed Fitness, several things
come to mind. Passion... Excellence...
Excitement... Commitment. I would be hard
pressed to say that I have ever met anyone like
Lisa Reed. Lisa eats, lives, and breathes Lisa
Reed Fitness. Her passion for fitness, her
excellence in proper training, her excitement
about everything, and her commitment to
making a lasting difference in the individuals she
comes into contact with is exhibited from the
first moment you speak to her. I am thankful for
the opportunity to work with Lisa - her unique
personality and encouraging spirit gives you the
"I can do it" feeling of hope. She has definitely
made a positive impact on my life.”

The LRF
Fit Family
Each and every one of our clients
is a part of our hardworking and
fun-loving Fit Family!

Boot Camps &
Group Training
Many of our clients get
REEDiculously Fit with LRF boot
camps or group training!

Customized
Workshops
We also host all kinds of custom boot
camps and workshops to build
teamwork and strength for local
companies or fitness groups, including
Discovery Communications and Pacer’s
of Clarendon! These workshops are held
right in the company’s office or
courtyard!

Brides-to-Be

We design special programs to help brides-to-be get fit and fabulous for their big day! Our programs are
individualized and customized with nutritional menus and fitness workouts that are truly designed for each bride.

Moms-to-Be
Our Healthy Mom Fitness Certified
Trainers design specific fitness &
nutrition programs for moms to
keep them fit before, during, and
after their pregnancies!

Figure
Competitors
The LRF Fit Family loves our fit
and fabulous figure competitors.
They work hard with us in training,
and then kick butt on the
competition stage!

Washington, D.C.
Our home is the nation’s capital,
so we’re lucky to get to train with
with our beautiful monuments
and parks as our backdrop!

Nutrition Programs
We know that fitness isn’t just about training. It’s also
about proper nutrition and hydration. We focus on
eating well to keep our bodies nourished and healthy!

All of our hard work really pays off!
Just look at some of our great success stories…

In The
Community
Team LRF makes an effort to stay
involved and give back to our
community. We speak at conferences
and events, participate in fundraisers
like Fashion for Paws, and and spread
joy and positivity all over town!

The LRF Fit Family knows how to work hard…

…but we also know how to have fun!

Go Red for
Heart Health Month!

In The Media
Lisa also shares her fitness and
nutrition advice in the media! She
is the fitness expert for ABC 7
and NewsChannel 8 in D.C., and
regularly appears on TV and radio
programs such as WTOP, ESPN
radio, “Sports Talk Live,” “Let’s
Talk Live,” and “The Pet Show.”
She has also been featured as an
editor, model, and athlete in
Muscle and Fitness, Muscle and
Fitness Hers, Oxygen, and Flex
magazines.

Here’s what our clients are saying about LRF…
“Lisa is such a great person and she is so
committed to her health and fitness and a
pleasure to work with.” -- Monica Seles

“Lisa is addictive! She is part teacher,
part motivator, part coach, but fulltime friend. She makes me challenge
myself to be better and stronger.
Hang around with Lisa, and you’ll find
her blend of technique, exercise, and
nutrition will become part of your life.”
– Elizabeth

“When it comes to prenatal fitness, Lisa
knows her stuff and her bubbly spirit is
infectious. I loved that she held me
accountable because let me tell you, when
you get to the end of the pregnancy…NO
you don’t want to work out, but I kept on
pushing and I am glad I did. …. I stayed on
track with my weight gain and had more
endurance throughout
the
entire
pregnancy.” – Danni Starr

“Her experience, work ethic and positivity every
second of the day pushed me to levels I never knew
I could reach. In return my confidence grew and I
began to play the best tennis of my career.” -- Jess
Lehnhoff

“I've loved training with
Barbie and Salina these past
weeks and months and look
forward to getting stronger,
if not faster! Many thanks
for all your enthusiasm and
support! -- Vinca

“She is dedicated to the needs and aspirations
of those she works with and will always demand
peak performance. Lisa will encourage you to
set your expectations high and in doing so will
help you meet your goals.” – Ashley Dean,
Northeastern University Volleyball Coach

“Lisa Reed is a fabulous teacher of fitness. She made
significant improvements in the technical aspects of
weight lifting with my oarsmen. I believe that we got
faster on the water due to her skills as an instructor in
the weight room.” – Ted, St. Alban’s Crew Head Coach

“My goal was to be more confident and feel my
best on my wedding day. Juggling wedding
planning, work and life can get tricky so having a
positive trainer like LR to make the most of your
workout time and to push you along the way was
a huge help!” -- Torry

“When I showed up at boot camp on my
first day, I had never lifted a single weight
or done an ab crunch. Lisa and her other
clients welcomed me, demonstrated
proper form, watched for injuries, and
never made me feel like I couldn’t do it. I
love boot camp mornings because I get
such a great workout and attitude boost
before the day even starts.” -- Charis

“Lisa makes coming to the gym
in the morning easy, like second
nature. How’s that possible?
When I’m training with her, I feel
like she knows my body and my
limits and capabilities as well as
or even better than I do. This
makes it easy to trust her
judgment. When she’s pushing
me, I don’t think twice about
whether I can do it; we both
know I can. The question is, do I
really want to? She makes me
want to.” –Amy

“Lisa held me to my
goals and pushed
me to achieve
them. Her support
allowed me to take
my health seriously.
In only six months,
Lisa motivated me
and supported me
to achieving results
beyond not only
expectations but
dreams. I have
ditched 55
pounds!” -- Christine

“Lisa motivates her athletes and is
very professional at whatever she
does. From her days at working with
athletes at The University of Florida
to traveling with Monica Seles, she
has always done a good job.” – Pat
Etcheberry

“I have lost 100 pounds, and I know I could have
never done it without you. When we started on
April 12th, I had no idea I could have done this. Not
that long ago I would be out of breath walking up
the stairs from my basement, and now I can run 8
miles. You have taught me what it is to live a
healthy lifestyle. I will never be able to let you know
how grateful I am for your knowledge,
encouragement, passion, and most importantly,
your friendship.’ -- Jason

“If you think you don’t have time to work out then think again.
Get REEDiculosly Fit! with Lisa in Seven Minutes DVD. It
was what worked for me as a new mom. It will rock your
world. Lisa Reed hits all your major muscles groups in the
Boot Camp, Total Body and Fit to Fight segments. Also, the
upper body and lower body workouts are worth the fourteen
minute investment of your time. You’ll be sore, trust me;
then later you’ll wonder how such a short workout hit those
muscles.” – Ashley

“LRF motivated and encouraged me just the right
amount. Regular training complemented with LRF
nutrition counseling was the perfect combination for
me. This summer I fit into my bikini and wore it
proudly. Friends and family don’t just say I “look good
for just having a baby” or “for a new mom.” The
compliment is within me, how good it feels.” -- Liz

The
#LRFSignatureHandstand
Lisa says, “A handstand, as you may know,
improves your core, upper-body strength,
and balance. But that’s not why I do them. I
do them because they lift my mood, make
me happy, and give me a boost of energy. A
handstand is a physical representation of
my positive outlook on life and belief in using
your mind to get your body in shape! And
there is nothing like the energy I get and
how happy they make me feel when I do one!
There are many things I can no longer do
because of my knee complications (such as
ice skating, skiing, tennis). But there is one
thing I can still do: a handstand! Before I
turned 40 years old, I decided that I wanted
to do handstands everywhere I went. It was
just a fun, silly thing that I wanted to do on
my birthday, but, it caught on. Now, I do
handstands everywhere I go. I always take a
picture and put it on social media. I’ve done
them on the sideline before a Bears game
at Soldier Field, at the U.S. Capital in a snow
storm, even on a moving boat overlooking
the Washington Monument!”
To see the rest of the handstands, search
the hashtag #LRFSignatureHandstand on
Facebook or Instagram, or visit my Pinterest
page!

THANK YOU!

Lisa Reed Fitness is celebrating our seven year anniversary on April 9th, 2016, and we
wouldn’t be where we are today without the support of our team, our clients, and our
family! Each and every one of you is special to us!
We feel so blessed to be celebrating seven fantastic years with all of you! We are grateful
for your hard work and hustle every day, and we love being on this fit and fabulous journey
with you! Thank you for being a unique and wonderful part of our LRF Fit Family! We look
forward to many more years of fitness and fun!
Thank you all for rocking the #REEDiculouslyFit lifestyle!

Cheers to health & happiness!

In Strength,
Lisa & Team LRF

